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Media Content Analysis for news clippings received 12-18 Jan 2000
=================================================================
34 clippings mentioning UST were received, of which 29 were substantive.

    Research (11)
    Services provided by UST (4)
    Expert Opinion (4)
    Student Activities (3)
    UST in General (2)
    Events (2)
    Teaching & Learning (1)
    Management (1)
    Others (1)

** Items with OUDPA media liaison, press inquiries, media invitation or
supply of information.

1.    Dr Sheu Fwu-shan (BICH) awarded research funding from the
      National Natural Science Foundation
            Five papers (12-17/1) picked up our press release.**

2.    UST's Wind/Wave Tunnel
            Commercial Radio 1's Blueprint for the New Century program
            (17/1) mentioned this new research facility.**

3.    An interview with Prof Roland Chin (COMP) on UST's AoE research
      project on IT
            Sing Tao (17/1).

4.    UST holds Symposium on Energy Engineering in the 21st Century
            Both HK Economic Jnl. (11/1) and Campus Post (13/1) picked
            up our press release.**

5.    UST tops the list of economics research productivity in East Asia
            Campus Post (13/1).

6.    Three more clippings (8-12/1) on UST's IT computer forensic
      workshop for law enforcement officials in HK.**

7.    RPGs at local universities
            In a feature on this topic, Sing Tao (12/1) mentioned
            UST.**

8.    Another clipping on Dr John Bardford (CENG)'s research project
      to turn urban wastes into bricks for construction purposes
            Ming Pao (12/1).**

9.    Kitty Chan (SBM) speaks at a panel discussion on management
      techniques
            Three papers (12/1).

10.    UST students' campus radio
            The Sun (11/1) carried a feature on this student project.

11.    Intercollegiate Table Tennis Tournament
            In a story on this, Apple Daily (11/1) mentioned the UST



            team.

12.    Lee Kum Kee's joint-venture project with UST's HK TCM Research
       Center
            In a company profile on Lee Kum Kee, HKS (10/1) mentioned
            the joint-venture project.

13.    A UST SBM graduate, Chan Ying-wai, joins British Airway's
       Graduate Program
            Ming Pao (10/1).

14.    The government's plan to build a new government headquarters
            In a story on this project, both Ming Pao and Oriental
            Daily (10/1) briefly mentioned the construction of the UST
            campus in the late 1980s.

15.    TVB Jade channel's Thursday File program (6/1) interviewed Prof
       Po Lock Yue (CENG) on environmental technology and Dr Raymond
       Wong (BICH) on GM food.**

16.    Occupancy rate at university staff quarters
            In a story on this topic, Sing Tao (6/1) mentioned UST. **

17.    A UST environmental project awarded research funding by the
       Mobil Foundation for the Environment
            Wen Wei Po (3,5/1) carried two consecutive stories on the
            foundation's awards to four organizations including UST.

18.    Prof Samuel Chanson (COMP)'s article on internet security
            Internet Asia (1/2000).

19.    Prof William Tay adjudicates at the Malaysian Chinese
       Literature Competition Yazhou Zhoukan (27/12).

For further details about the items mentioned, a set of news clippings
will be available on Tuesday at the Reference Counter of the Library
(where items may be photocopied if desired). This review is mainly based
on newspaper clippings about UST.  All information recorded here is as
reported in the original articles.  Names and terms are translated from
the Chinese as best we can when official translations are not
immediately available.  South China Morning Post (SCMP) and Hong Kong
Standard (HKS) are English newspapers. Enquiries can be made to the
Office of University Development and Public Affairs (ext. 6305 or 8555).


